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ABSTRACT

Air traffic management is widely studied in several different fields because of its complexity and criticality to a variety of stakeholders. However, the exploding amount of air traffic in recent years has created new challenges to ensure effective management of the airspace. A fast time simulation capability is essential to effectively explore the consequences of decisions of air traffic management. A new algorithm for simulating air traffic networks using a time-parallel simulation approach is proposed that distributes time segments of the simulation scenarios across different processors. A simulation model for the National Airspace System (NAS) is described and validated. The components of the simulator are described as well as the parallel simulation algorithms. Experimental results utilizing real-world traffic data for the continental U.S. are presented demonstrating the speed ups achieved by a prototype simulator. These results illustrate that time-parallel simulation can be used to significantly accelerate certain air traffic simulations.

1 INTRODUCTION

According to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)’s latest forecast, domestic enplanement will be increased by 1.45 times over the next twenty years. Over the same time period, it is estimated that the number of passengers taking international flights into or leaving the U.S. will be double (Aerospace Forecast, FAA 2016). This increased traffic could result in significant delays in the National Airspace System (NAS). According to one study (Ball et al. 2010), air traveler delays accounted for approximately $33 billion in direct or indirect costs to passengers, airlines and other parts of the NAS in 2007.

Computer simulations of the NAS play a key role in helping to alleviate this concern by evaluating many different possible scenarios and situations. Rapid execution of simulation models is important in order to explore a wide variety of scenarios quickly. Parallel processing offers an approach to accelerate simulation executions, and several different parallel simulation algorithms have been explored. These approaches use spatial parallelism where one divides the NAS into distinct regions, and one distributes the state and associated computations to transform this state across different processors so that they can be performed concurrently. To ensure that the computation is correct, it is necessary to properly synchronize these computations. In an air traffic network simulation, the components of the system such as airports, air traffic control centers, flights etc. for a region are typically mapped to a single logical process (LP). Each LP computes its internal states during the simulation run and communicates necessary events with other
LPs. Challenges for achieving significant speed up of these simulations include the realization of efficient synchronization among the LPs and managing communication overheads.

Another approach to parallel simulation is referred to as the time-parallel approach. Time-parallel simulation involves dividing the simulation time axis into non-overlapping segments $T_1, T_2, ..., T_N$ where the end of time segment $T_i$ coincides with the beginning of time segment $T_{i+1}$. We then assign the simulation of each time segment to a different logical process $LP_1, LP_2, ..., LP_N$, with $LP_i$ responsible for simulating time interval $T_i$. Each such LP may then execute concurrently on a different processor. This would be a very straightforward approach to parallelization if the simulations of the different time segments were independent of each other. This is rarely the case, however, because (1) the initial state of $LP_i$ depends on (is identical to) the final state of $LP_{i-1}$ — the so-called state matching problem — and (2) the events occurring in $LP_i$ may depend on the simulation computations performed in earlier time segments. To address this problem, time-parallel simulations typically require multiple rounds of execution, and utilize a fix up computation to correct errors resulting from data dependencies between LPs that were not accounted for in the initial execution. Time-parallel simulations can become inefficient if an error propagates through multiple time segments because an additional round of fix up computations is needed to propagate the correction through each successive time segment.

Here, we exploit three properties of realistic air traffic simulations to mitigate the problem of fix up computations having to propagate through multiple time segments. First, the simulations are driven by statically defined flight schedules that indicate the scheduled departure and arrival times of each aircraft at each airport it visits. These schedules are known prior to the execution of the simulation and can be used by each LP to initially simulate the activity within its time segment. Second, so long as the computed arrival of a simulated aircraft leads to an on-time departure, an error in the computed arrival time will not impact the aircraft’s departure, i.e., errors in computing the arrival time will not propagate further in the future trajectory of the aircraft. This greatly lessens the propagation of errors through the time segment. Error propagation resulting from fix up computations largely occur when the aircraft arrives sufficiently late to affect its subsequent departure time from the airport.

A third factor that facilitates the use of time-parallel simulation concerns the fact that airlines are often organized around a “hub” model where many flights travel through certain hub airports where passengers change flights to reach their eventual destination. A typical airline schedule will include many flights arriving within a small time window, a short period of time where passengers change flights, followed by the departure of many flights from the hub. This cycle repeats throughout the day. This results in bursts of high activity at the airport followed by periods of light activity before the next round of flights arrive. This is advantageous for time-parallel simulations because the effects of congestion-induced delays occurring in one busy period are mitigated by periods of light traffic, meaning computation errors due to delayed aircraft are less likely to propagate throughout the day in a typical airport in the absence of severe events that impact the entire airport for a prolonged period of time.

Moreover, these factors suggest that a time-parallel simulation approach may be well suited for air traffic simulation. It is conceivable that one might exploit both space and time-parallel methods to accelerate air traffic simulations. However, the work described here focuses only on the time-parallel approach. Extension to also exploit spatial parallelism is an area of future research.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section describes related work. The discrete event simulation model utilized here is then described. The time-parallel simulation algorithm is described, followed by presentation of experimental results based on actual historical data for the NAS and concluding remarks.

2 RELATED WORK

There is a significant literature concerning different modeling approaches for simulating air traffic network systems including queueing network based models, agent-based models and system dynamics models, e.g., see (Long et al. 1999, Pinon 2012, Kim et al. 2015). Several studies have focused on the use of parallel
simulation algorithms to speed up the fast time simulation models. Wieland reports results concerning
presented several different parallel simulation algorithms for the analysis of the NAS (Lee et al. 2001). Hybinette
and Fujimoto proposed a new method to maximize the parallel efficiency of parallel aviation
simulation by using a simulation cloning technique (Hybinette and Fujimoto 2001).

There have been several studies using the time-parallel simulation approach for a variety of applications. It
was used for trace-driven cache simulation (Heidelberger and Stone 1990), stochastic automata networks (Thi
et al. 2014), multigrid PDE simulation (Grasedyck et al. 2016), and other applications. Several approaches
attack the state matching problem. Some use repeated fix up computations to correct errors in guessed initial
states (Fujimoto 2000). Time-parallel simulation of queues using parallel prefix computation algorithms
were introduced by Greenberg, Lubachevsky et al. (Greenberg et al. 1991). In order to improve parallel
efficiency, there have been several approximate state matching algorithms developed. Wang and Abrams
proposed an approximate time-parallel simulation algorithm of queueing systems with losses (Wang and
Abrams 1992). Kiesling, Tobias et al. proposed a time-parallel simulation algorithm with approximate
state matching and analyzed its efficiency and accuracy (Kiesling and Pohl 2004).

Although there is a growing literature in time-parallel simulation, to our knowledge, there has not been
an attempt to apply it to the problem of air traffic network simulations. The effort described here addresses
this question.

3 SIMULATION MODEL

Here, a discrete event simulation model is used to model the NAS for a single day in the continental
U.S. Specifically, we model the domestic airports in the U.S. with the commercial flights using a queuing
network-like model. Each flight departs from an airport based on the flight schedule for the day and the
availability of resources for the flights. These resources typically include runways, gates, taxi ways and the
air traffic controllers in the airport. Here, we focus on modeling airport runways and delays associated with
waiting to utilize the runways. Each airport models arriving and departing flights based on the schedule
for the day. The sequence of arriving and departing flights is modeled as events within the simulation. The
main goal of the simulation is to track delays encountered by each flight in order to improve management
of the NAS by minimizing delays and the number of diverted flights. Further, each aircraft is used for a
sequence of flights throughout the day resulting in correlations and interactions among those flights. Details
of the event definitions, resources and the sequence of events in the system are described next.

3.1 Simulation Model Resources

Runways are the main resource modeled within this simulation system. A principal task of the simulation
is to compute queuing delays resulting from congestion as many flights compete for the available runways.
The hub model described earlier that is used by major airlines can exasperate runway delays because arrivals
and departures are scheduled to cluster into certain, busy time periods. All incoming and outgoing flights
must wait until a runway is available to land or take off.

3.2 Event Definitions

The simulation utilizes five different types of events:

1. Arrived - The arrived event represents the arrival of an aircraft at either its original destination or the
alternate airport in case a flight is diverted. This event is typically scheduled when a departed event is
processed at the airport originating the flight. Alternatively, it can be also scheduled when a diverted
event is processed. When this event is processed a runway is assigned as a resource that is used by
the flight. In the time-parallel simulation, the time stamp of the arrived event could be changed by the
fix up computation. This is discussed in greater detail later.
2. Diverted - The diverted event represents the diversion of an aircraft to land at an alternate airport because of limited fuel and/or inability of the destination airport to handle the incoming flight due to limited capacity. The processing of this event will schedule another arrived event at the alternate airport.

3. Landed - The landed event represents the completion of the landing sequence for an aircraft. It represents the exit of the aircraft from the runway it used in the landing sequence. This event is scheduled when an arrived event is processed with some amount of time to model the landing of the aircraft on its assigned runway.

4. Taxi-in - The taxi-in event represents the arrival of an aircraft to a gate in order to unload and load passengers. In this simulation the traffic on the ground at the airport is modeled by a fixed time delay. Therefore, the event is scheduled when a landed event is processed with some amount of time delay determined by an analysis of historical data for that airport.

5. Departed - The departed event represents the departure of an aircraft from an airport based on the schedule and availability of resources at the destination airport. The event is scheduled when a taxi-in event is processed using certain delay computations. This computation utilizes a flight delay model from a delay analysis study in (Wong and Tsai 2012). The model uses the delay of the previous flight to compute the delay of the next flight. The model is described in greater detail later.

When the initial arrival and departure schedules are given for an airport, the events described above are scheduled according to the schedule. The arrived events are scheduled based on the anticipated arrival times. Then, the arrived events are processed with queuing delays in the runway resource. As a result of processing arrived events, the landed and taxi-in events are then scheduled. If the airport could not process the arrived event because of the limited capacity in the airport, then a new diverted event will be scheduled. Then, the delay model and the ground delay program model are utilized for the computation of the next time for departure while processing the taxi-in event. As a result of the combined model computation, a new departed event is scheduled. The sequence of event processing is illustrated in Figure 1.

3.3 Delay Model

In the simulation of one day of the NAS, an aircraft can have multiple flights. When it arrives at a destination airport, it will prepare for the next flight to be flown. Therefore, the delay from the previous flight might affect the delay of subsequent flights by that aircraft. To accommodate possible delays, schedules are defined that include buffer times are used to absorb delays in both ground operations and flight delays en route. Turn-around buffer time is used to mitigate possible departure delays by adding extra time for ground operations. On the other hand, block buffer time is used for mitigating possible arrival delays by adding extra time in the sky. When these buffer times are able to absorb delays on the ground and in the sky, there will be no delays relative to the published flight schedule. However, if the actual delays exceed the buffer times, there will be delays that can propagate through to other flights.
The formulas to compute the departure and arrival delays are shown below. \( D^d \) and \( A^d \) represent the actual departure delay and the actual arrival delays, respectively. \( G^d \) represents the ground handling time and \( b^{sg} \) represents the scheduled turn around buffer time on the ground. Similarly, \( R^d \) represents the block time in the air and \( b^{sr} \) represents the scheduled block buffer time.

\[
D^d = \max\{0, A^d_{-1} + G^d - b^{sg}\},
\]

\[
A^d = \max\{0, D^d + R^d - b^{sr}\}.
\]

As stated earlier, new departed events and arrived events can be scheduled based on the computation in equations (1) and (2). The delay model for the departure is illustrated in Figure 2. It shows the case where a delayed taxi-in event doesn’t affect the next departure schedule because there is sufficient buffer time on the ground.

![Figure 2: Delay model of the departure.](image)

### 4 ALGORITHM

This section explains the algorithms used to execute the air traffic model described in the previous section. In particular, the time-parallel simulation algorithm is described as well as the fix up computation.

#### 4.1 Time-Parallel Simulation

The goal of the simulation is to compute the state of the entire system, in this case the NAS, over a single day. While the space-parallel simulation assigns a set of nodes (airports) in the air traffic network to a single LP, the time-parallel simulation assigns a segment of simulation time to each LP. Then, the results from each LP are merged to produce the final result. In principle, one could use both time and space parallelism to simulate the NAS, however, here we focus exclusively on the time-parallel simulation approach.

Each LP simulates the NAS over a time segment, say \([T_y, T_z]\). In other words, the simulator must compute the trajectory of each aircraft over \([T_y, T_z]\), as it visits different airports during that time segment. The simulator has the scheduled arrival (and departure) times of aircraft. But initially, the location of each aircraft \(A_i\) at the start of the time interval \(T_y\) is unknown. However, the simulator does have the scheduled departure times. So, in the initial simulation, the simulator assume \(A_i\) leaves the gate on time from the first airport it visits during \([T_y, T_z]\), and it then simulates \(A_i\)’s trajectory based on this assumption. This information, the departure time of the aircraft from the gate of the first airport it visits during \([T_y, T_z]\), is the key piece of information needed for the time parallel algorithm to work correctly.

After the first round, i.e., all time segment simulations complete their execution, the simulator for the previous time segment \([T_z, T_y]\) will have computed the actual time \(A_i\) left the gate at the first airport it
visited during $[T_y, T_z]$. Now, this time was computed based on the assumption of an on-time departure at the first airport $A_i$ visited during $[T_x, T_y]$ which may not be correct. Nevertheless, the simulator for $[T_y, T_z]$ compares the time computed by the simulator for $[T_x, T_y]$ that $A_i$ departed from the first airport it visited in $[T_x, T_y]$ with the on-time departure it had assumed. If $A_i$ did in fact depart on time, $A_i$ was simulated correctly in the first round so nothing more needs to be done. If $A_i$ departed late, then the trajectory of $T_i$ (and possibly other aircraft) during $[T_y, T_z]$ needs to be fixed up or re-simulated. If there is no differences in event ordering, the fix up computation can correct the simulation, however, if the correction involves reordering events, the initial simulation must be discarded and repeated using the corrected event ordering.

At the end of round 2, the simulator for the previous time segment $[T_x, T_y]$ will have re-computed a new time $A_i$ left the gate for the first airport it visited during $[T_y, T_z]$. Here, another round of fix up computation may be needed. If this time matches what it had reported to the simulator of $[T_x, T_y]$ after the first round, nothing needs to be done. However, if it does not match, the trajectory of $A_i$ during $[T_y, T_z]$ needs to be re-computed again. The above process repeats until no mismatches occur. Once this becomes correct for each aircraft, for each time segment, the time parallel simulation is done.

4.2 Fix Up Computation

A more detailed description of the fix up computation, that occurs at the end of each round of simulation is described next.

4.2.1 Update and Communication Strategies

At the end of the simulation run, each LP constructs a fix up message. This fix up message consists of two components. The first component is the changed schedules for the last flights flown in the LP for each aircraft. All of the LPs maintain a list of the aircraft flown throughout the day, so this is simply an array of delay times ($T_{delay}$). More specifically, each delay time means the time difference ($T_{delay} = T_{act} - T_{org}$) between the original scheduled arrival times ($T_{org}$) for the flights and the actual arrival times ($T_{act}$) for the flights after the simulation run. The other component is the queuing status of each airport at every time stamp. This means the wait time when a new flight arrives to the airport at that specific time point. In other words, based on the queuing status, we know how much time each aircraft needs to wait. These two fix up messages are shown in Figure 3(a).

In this specific notional example, there are three different aircraft in the system and each LP is simulating 9 minutes each. They are used for several different flights and the fix up message holds the last flights’ delay for each LP. In the figure, each box indicates ‘Aircraft(Last flight number in the LP) : delay’. For instance, aircraft A’s last flight in LP 1 was delayed 5 minutes and aircraft B’s last flight in LP 1 has no additional delay. In case of the airport queuing status, LP 1 has a sequence of numbers represents the delay time in the runway queue at a specific time for each airport. In this example, the aircraft A is supposed to arrive five minutes later from the beginning time of LP 1. If we assume that the landing takes 5 minutes, the expected waiting time will be five, four, three, two and one for the next five minutes. Here, the next step is iterating through the updated aircraft in the LP which have different arrival times from the previous LP. When it goes through the aircraft’s flights, it removes flights from the queue at the original schedule spot and add it to the new spot in the queue. As a result of the evaluation, one can determine whether a new simulation run is necessary in the specific LP or not.

If all the changes are simply updating the arrival times and do not propagate to the next flight, the LP does not need to re-compute the simulation. On the other hand, if the evaluation results in a change to the upcoming flights, another round of simulation is run based on the updated flight times. Depending on the algorithms, the evaluation of updates can be done sequentially or collectively. This means that the fix up messages are either sent to the next LP or collected into the first LP.

This modification of queue status is illustrated in Figure 3(b). The aircraft A’s update message from LP 1 to LP 2 was that 5 minutes delay was added to the original scheduled arrival. Therefore, LP 2 does the evaluation step by firstly removing the flights at the original place which is the second time spot in
LP 2’s status. This removes all expected delays for five minutes. Then, it adds the flight into the delayed time slot which is five minutes later. The expected delay was zero for that time slot but it has 5 minutes expected delay at that time point after evaluation.

![Figure 3: Evaluation of update for the fix up computation.](image)

A high level view of the two different communication strategies is illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows a fix up computation that is accomplished separately by a sequential communication that propagates corrections in earlier time intervals($LP_i$) to later ones($LP_{i+1}$). This approach assures that all communications among the LPs happen only once. Based on the fix up message received from the previous LP, it might or might not need to do simulation run again. However, the simulation results should be final at every LP, so it avoids unnecessary rounds of fix up computations. On the other hand, because this fix up computation is sequential, there could be performance degradation especially if there are a large number of LPs.

Figure 4(b) shows the collective computation of the output variable by gathering all the results into the first logical process. This utilizes the collective API from MPI such as $MPI\_Gather$ and $MPI\_Scatter$. By utilizing this collective approach, we can reduce the number of communications to a constant number instead of the number proportional to the number of LPs. Here, two rounds of communications are required for one fix up computation. Because general implementations of the collective APIs of MPI roughly has a complexity of $O(\log n)$, it could reduce the burden of communications significantly. After collecting all the updated information into one LP, it can quickly evaluate all the states need to be fixed. In the next part of the section, the criteria for rerunning the simulation after the fix up computations are described.

![Figure 4: High level view of the fix up computations.](image)

**4.2.2 Rerunning the Simulation**

When the updated events from the LP processing the previous time segment, i.e., the preceding LP, have no impact on the subsequent event scheduled by the updated event, we can simply update state variables affected by the changed event in order to ensure computed statistics are correct. This is when the updated next departure time based on the queue evaluation is still the same as the original scheduled departure.
time. This is computed by Equation 1. In this case the fix up computation will not propagate beyond the LP and the update will remain within this LP.

If the updated events affect the scheduling of the subsequent departed events within an LP, another round of the simulation is needed to correct the differences. Based on the updated arrival time, all the affected time pieces are running the simulation again. At the end of the simulation, another round of fix up computation is performed for the evaluation. The explained procedure is presented in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1** Fix up computation

1: procedure COMMUNICATE_FIXUPMSG
2:   Msg.flights ← flight_result
3:   Msg.queue.state ← airport_state
4:   SendAndReceive(Msg)
5: procedure EVALUATE_UPDATE
6:   queue_states ← Msg.queue.state
7:   for flight_update ∈ Msg.flights do
8:     UpdateQueue(flight_update)
9:     if IsDepChanged(flight_update) then
10:        isRerunNeeded ← TRUE
11: procedure ISDEPCHANGED(offset)
12:   if offset + Gd − bD > 0 then
13:      return TRUE
14: procedure POST_FIXUP
15:   isRerunNeeded ← FALSE
16:   CommunicateFixupMsg()
17:   EvaluateUpdate()
18:   return isRerunNeeded

**4.3 Workload Distribution**

It is important to balance the computational workload across the different LPs because the slowest LP will dominate the execution time. In order to achieve this, we may partition the time domain so that all the LPs have a similar amount of traffic to model. In order to measure how this balancing affects the efficiency of the time-parallel simulation, two workload distribution algorithms were tested. The initialization portion of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. Based on the options which are “SAME_TIME” and “SAME_TRAFFIC”, the workload is distributed across the LPs.

**Algorithm 2** Initialization

1: procedure DISTRIBUTE(option)
2:   if option = SAME_TIME then
3:     duration ← total_time/num_lps
4:     start_time ← lpID × duration
5:     end_time ← start_time + duration
6:   else if option = SAME_TRAFFIC then
7:     lp_traffic ← total_traffic/num_lps
8:     time ← 0
9:     while traffic < lpID × lp_traffic do
10:        traffic ← traffic + traffic_at_time
11:        time ← time + 1
12:     start_time ← time
13:     while traffic < (lpID + 1) × lp_traffic do
14:        traffic ← traffic + traffic_at_time
15:        time ← time + 1
16:     end_time ← time
17: procedure DInitializer()
18:   schedule ← LoadData(start_time, end_time)
19: procedure START_SIMULATION()
20:   Distribute(option)
21:   DInitializer()
22:   isRerunSimulation ← TRUE
23:   while isRerunSimulation do
24:      Barrier()
25:      executiveHandle ← StartExecutive()
26:      while executiveHandle.IsRunning() do
27:        Wait()    28:      Barrier()
29:      isRerunSimulation ← PostFixup()
30: return
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to investigate performance and various algorithm alternatives, the time-parallel simulator algorithm was implemented. The main focus of these experiments was to evaluate the initial workload distribution approaches as well as the variations on the fix up computation algorithms in addition to evaluating the overall speed up obtained by the time-parallel simulation of the NAS.

To partially verify the simulation, computed results were compared with a perfect schedule of historical data. When the departure schedules of all the flights from one specific date are given, the simulation model runs all the traffic during the day in the absence of airport capacity limitations. This scenario should produce simulation results that exactly match scheduled arrival times. In the validation test, the developed simulation model yielded the correct results except in some instances where inconsistencies in the historical data led to differences in model predictions.

5.1 Air Traffic Scenario and Data

To verify the speed up of the time-parallel simulation algorithm under realistic test conditions, historical, real world air traffic data was utilized. TranStats from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics is a large transportation database maintained by the U.S. Department of Transportation (Bureau of transports statistics, DOT 2017). For this experiment, air traffic data for one day was selected which includes 16,614 flights across 297 airports. As a first step, it is assumed that there is no major delay in the NAS. It will be expanded with the more complex delay patterns which has inclement weather conditions and high traffic volume.

5.2 Experimentation Environment

5.2.1 System Configuration

For the experimentation, a parallel machine using Intel’s Xeon® CPU (E5-2699 v4, 2.20 GHz, Broadwell microarchitecture) was utilized. It has two sockets and each socket has 22 processing cores. Therefore, up to 44 physical cores were utilized in the experiments. Also, each socket has 64 GB DDR4 memory installed so in total 128 GB of memory. Because all the experiments are performed in a single node, there is no network connectivity for the experiments. Each thread corresponds to an LP and executes on one physical core. To maximize cache hit rates, each physical core executes only one LP during the simulation run.

C++11 standards and libraries are utilized for the implementation on top of CentOS v7.2. Even though this experiment is performed in a single machine configuration, it has been implemented using MPICH to enable later extension to a multi-machine clustering environment. The version of the MPICH used in this implementation is v3.2 and the version of gcc used is v4.8.5.

5.3 Fix Up Computation Comparison

Two different fix up computation algorithms described in Section 4.2 were implemented and tested. In these experiments, the wall clock time required for each LP was measured and the slowest time is used in computing speed ups. Figure 5 (a) shows the speed up as the number of LPs was varied for the two different fix up computation algorithms. As seen from the graph, the collective fix up computation algorithm executes faster than the sequential fix up computation. This can be explained by the communication overheads in the fix up computation. There should be $n-1$ communications among all LPs which results in $O(n)$ communication complexity. On the other hand, all the collective operations used in this implementation have $O(\log n)$ communication complexity.

One further observation is that the parallel efficiency drops significantly after a certain number of LPs are reached. These results are compared with the speed up when no fix up computation is performed, as shown in Figure 5 (a). With no fix up computation, the simulation, of course, produces incorrect results, however, this simulation provides an upper bound on performance and illustrates the performance degradation that
results from the fix up computation. As expected, the speed up without fix up computations yields almost ideal, linear speed up, and sometimes even shows super linear speed up. We believe this is because more cache memory is available as the number of processors (LPs) increases.

Returning to the time-parallel simulation, We hypothesize that the performance degradation as the number of processors is increased is because the simulation computation models a single day of traffic, so the amount of computation in each LP decreases as more LPs are added. For a large number of LPs the fix up computation requires additional communication, incurs a more significant overhead. This explains the performance degradation in the time-parallel simulation as the number of LPs becomes large. In this experiment, the policy which distributes the same amount of traffic is used.

![Figure 5: Comparison of fix up computation algorithm.](image)

In order to verify that the degradation of parallel efficiency is because of the small size of the original computations, another experiment was performed that included artificially enlarged event computations. This is done by adding a spin-loop in each event computation. Figure 5 (b) shows the result of this experiment. In this experiment, both the sequential fix up and collective fix up computations show good speed ups. The collective fix up computation shows slightly better performance. These speed ups can also be compared with the ideal speed up without fix up computation. All of these show significant speed ups demonstrating the potential performance improvement of the time-parallel algorithm.

### 5.4 Workload Distribution Comparison

For another experiment, the different initial workload distribution policies described in 4.3 were used in the simulation. In both cases, they scale well as shown in Figure 6. And, the case with the same amount of traffic shows better performance than the case with the same time distribution. This result shows that it is important to evenly distribute workloads across the LPs. In the case of 44 LPs, 1.65 times more speed up can be acquired by distributing workload uniformly. For this experiment the collective fix up computation is used.

### 6 CONCLUSION

Time-parallel simulation offers a new approach to accelerating air traffic simulations of the NAS. The schedule-driven nature and other aspects of the air transportation schedules such as the inclusion of buffer times makes it an application that appears to be well suited for the time-parallel simulation approach. Therefore, a time-parallel simulation algorithm for simulating the NAS was proposed. Experimental results illustrate that this algorithm can achieve high level of parallelism and speed up for this application. Preliminary measurements indicate that the collective fix up computation yields better performance than the sequential fix up computation. It is also seen that even distribution of workloads across the LPs is
necessary for efficient parallel simulation. These results suggest that time-parallel simulation offers a viable approach to accelerating certain air traffic simulations.

There are several open avenues for future research. Certain algorithmic improvements of the simulation method may yield additional performance enhancements. Approaches using both space and time-parallel simulation offer another area of research, as is realization exploiting SIMD architectures. Further, a shared memory model such as OpenMP can be integrated with the MPI based simulator and may achieve better speed up in many core systems; there are many physical cores in a single machine so it will be more efficient to exploit shared memory among LPs where possible, and rely on MPI for communication between LPs mapped to different machines. Finally, the simulations could be adopted for use in real-time symbiotic simulation applications.
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